
~ VICTORIA

MAKING A PRESENTATION TO VICTORIA CITY CQUNCIL:-.'· ,._

Complete and submit your request to address Council to Legislative Services by 11'.00 a.m. on
the Wednesday the day before the scheduled meeting. To ensure the Council receives your
submission with their full agenda package, please submit it by il:30 p.m. on the Monday two
weeks before the Council meeting. Requests received after this time will be added to the
Amended Agenda produced the 'Wednesday immediately prior to the Council meeting.

Presentations are a maximum of five (5) inutes in duration.

Name: ~a'\(' 0. i>" Date: '£·e b aq '~if I (P
,J '1 .- ,. I~'- J r...+ L \.

Address: I-{ ;5:) kr f ,',t\ 1 ~~) \/1 ('~ c9 r L d

I wish to appear at the following Council meeting: ~ t.t{ v'C h i (!) t ,'1, /2 i (.,

Action you wish .council to take:

Are you providing any supporting documentation (a le~r a PowerPoint presentation)?
, Yes~lblimjt* NoO

/fyou are providing supporting documentation the documentation must accompany this request or your
letter. Placement on the 'agenda cannot be confirmed until supporting documentation has been received.
Handouts will not be distributed at the meeting.

*/f presentation is larger, please bring into the Council Secretary on a thumb drive to allow downloading.

Alternatively supporting documentation may be emailedto:councilsecretary@victoria.ca

Please note that all presentations are held at a public meeting, therefore, the first page of this form, along
with the supporting documentation is .added to the agenda, which is made available to the public and
posted on the City of Victoria's website. The second page of this form, containing your contact
information, does not form part of the agenda, but may be released pursuant to the provisions of the
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act. .

Please complete both sides of the form and submit to:
Council Secretary
Legislative Services Department
City of Victoria
1 Centennial Square
Victoria, BC V8W 1P6
T 250.361.0571
F 250.361.0348
Email: councilsecretary@victoria.ca

V:\WPDOCS\COUNCIL\Fonns\Request to Address Council_2014.doc

mailto:emailedto:councilsecretary@victoria.ca
mailto:councilsecretary@victoria.ca
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Mary E. Doody Jones
435 Kipling St.

Victoria, BC, vas 3J9
Phone:
Email

City Hall
#1 Centennial Square
Victoria, V8W 1P6

March 5, 2016

Mayor and Council

This letter accompanies my application for a presentation before the Council meeting. on March 10th. In
November, Council and several city departments received my report: "The Amplification Effect: The
Story of 1418 Brooke St. June -August 2015 Case Study. '" As Christmas was close, I waited until after
the New Year to follow up. Please find the report. If you can't find it and need another, let me know.

Intervening events have increased the urgency of the need for regulation in reference both to rezonings
and for building under the zoning. The issue of geological substrate became apparent to those living
near the Brooke 8t. development which has the worst seismic base, as shown by the Be seismic maps.
Neighbours experienced the result of amplification and a developer who ran away from speaking to
them, with no information ahead, no preliminary foundation check and no compensation for effects.

Since summer, disturbance continued from time to time, including lately, with finishing work on the the
new house's grounds causing vibrations. My (heavy) computer monitor in the back office shook trom the
machines travelling on the Brooke St. grounds when I first typed this letter

Now on Hamley 8t. to my left is a new development, at 1456, starting with knocking the house down.
(See the Update paper.) "The battered house" at 1465 Hamley must be feeling the vibrations too. On
nearby Durban St. parallel with Kipling, are redevelopments. The lack of regulation on vulnerable strata
needs correction right now, problems will increase with the expanding number of developments for profit.

Prices are going up remarkably, as noted March 2 on the Times-Colonist front page. The Update paper
shows the MLS listing for 1418 Brooke St., which joins the ranks of those well over the million dollar
mark. Its asking price is $1, 639, 000 and it's on "one of Fairfields Most Magical Streets."Nothing is
stated about being on one of the most vulnerable geological substrata.

Attached you will find the list of my carefully thought recommendations for your consideration. I would
very much appreciate speaking with individual staff Icouncillors or committees during your
considerations. Please arrange that I will be duly informed of the process to follow for action.

Sincerely,

\'f\~~ ~.\()~ ~
Mary E.'boody Jones .



CASE STUDY CONCLUSIONS: CONTRIBUTING FACTORS

1) The hazardous geological substrate causing amplification onto the clay.
2) The need for vehicles/machines that produce vibrations, weight and noise
3) The lack of homeowner's insurance to cover man-made seismic effects
4) A developer who refused to meet the nearest neighbour and ran away from another
5) Absolutely no regulations to keep developers under the zoning accountable,

nothing for rezoning on the building process for mitigation of effects.
6) Legal recourse expensive even just for a letter
7) Legal cases more difficult without photos and records of foundations due to lack of warning
8) Citizens ending up paying for damage cost, thus underwriting the developer's profits

The first 4 cannot be changed on their own. The 5th one can be, so that no. 4 and 6-8 need not happen.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MUNICIPAL LEGISLATION
PLEASE

General Recommendation
1. Please accept the importance of the amplification effects, which can be as serious as some
intensities of blasting. Preferably create an Amplification Bylaw,with regulation of the building process on
all vulnerable geological sites.
2. Make a policy of having the geological substrate a factor for decisions on mass and density with
maps of the geological substrate for the specific sites. Reconsider the general policy of 6-storey
buildings at village centres and go back to check the geology of each area.
3. Consider the safety of existing character and heritage buildings nearby. Have lists of vulnerable kinds
of substrate and put into regulation preventative actions.

Particular Recommendations for The Building Process

1. For rezoning and under zonings, have regulations to protect neighbours. Items include:
Builder's identification; his phone number for when difficulties arise; notification schedule of events;
preliminary checking of foundations etc; accountability and insistence on compensating damage.

2. Install monitors around the sites, to identify too much Vibration, have a designated city official to call
when problems occlir who has the authority to give stop work orders.

3. Regulate mandatory preventative actions, especially for the worst, the demolition excavation phase,
e.g., dismantling buildings (not knocking them down), other methods for dealing with cement than
large machines playing with them, smafler machines or keeping some off the site to deliver from the
street, not two large machines on site.

Supplementary Recommendations

1. Consider a policy discouraging the raising of houses in vulnerable places, as raised building are more
easily damaged.
2. Consider accumulation of past effects and devise a formula for compensation where past damage
occurred, making buildings more sensitive.to the new vibrations.
3. Speak with the insurance industry re special 3rd party insurance for homeowners who rebuild.
4. Have a possible way for the developer to speak ahead to neighbours treasuring some plants/trees.
5. Visit "the battered house" on 1465 Hamley as an example of accumulation, just as the 1456 Hamley
begins to add its vibrations.
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